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This Year’s Catalog
on our 32nd Anniversary
is Dedicated to:

Joe David Ross
This year, we give tribute to
Joe David Ross and his love for Angora
goats. He grew up on the family ranch
in eastern Sutton County with his two
sisters, Kathryn Ross Chastant and
Joe David Ross
Betsy Ross Builta. Their grandparents,
Joe N. and Kathryn Brown Ross,
homesteaded the ranch in 1892 and raised their three children there. Joe David’s
parents, Joe Brown (Grandy) and Lena Belle Briggs Ross (Grandma), also raised
their kids on the ranch through the Great Depression, World War II, and the
drought of the 1950s. Those three events helped mold Joe David’s and his sisters’
characters. Grandy and Grandma instilled in them a love of the ranch, Angora
goats, Sonora, and Sutton County.
Grandy encouraged Joe David to get an education that allowed him to be
mobile. Following that advice, Joe David enrolled at Texas A&M College in 1953.
After his sophomore year, the Vet School accepted him where he was first in his
class all four years. Joe David graduated in 1959 and spent his year of residency
on the horse farms of Kentucky. In 1960, he returned to Sonora and opened his
vet practice. His first clinic was
in Grandma’s garage. Joe David
and several partners grew that
practice into one of the largest
in the state. In 1973, Joe David
sold it to stay closer to his young
family and the ranch.
In 1965, Joe David married
Frances Koy Childress Ross.
Together, they raised their three
children, Joe Will, David Lee, and
Joe David and his sisters, Kathryn Ross Chastant and Betsy Ross Builta.
Mary Kathryn Ross Buchholz. Like
his parents and grandparents, Joe
David and Frances encouraged their kids to love the land, the ranch, and Angora
goats. They remember countless “ings”—shearings, hair gradings, drenchings,
markings, and all other sorts of “ings” that come with running Angora goats. Joe
David enjoyed grading mohair the most when his kids helped.
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After Joe David sold
his vet practice, he became
a visible ambassador for all
things related to goats. Of
particular note to the national
goat industry, Joe David
served on the FDA’s IR-4
Minor Species committee
that approved the first drug
for goats--Rumensin. He
later devoted time working
on various state and national committees dealing with animal identification and
scrapies. In addition, Joe David was an officer and past president of the American
Angora Goat Breeders’ Association and the Mohair Council of America. Serving
as an MCA officer allowed Joe David and Frances to travel to many countries
promoting Angora goats and mohair. Long after his kids quit showing goats, Joe
David judged goat shows of several breeds throughout Texas, the United States,
and abroad. At that time, he began wearing his suspenders.
Joe David and Frances are proud of their kids and grandkids. Joe Will practices
law in San Angelo representing landowners. David lives at the ranch and works
by Joe David’s side. The members of the Texas Angora Goat Raisers’ Association
elected David as a director. David continues Joe David’s efforts to improve Angora
goats by helping with the Angora goat performance test. Mary is an accomplished
Western artist and former 4H coach. Mary and her husband, Bob Buchholz, live
outside Eldorado with their three boys, Robert, Dalton, and Franklin. Joe David’s
grandsons are the fifth generation to register Angora goats.
Joe David treasures his long friendship with Hayden Haby, Jesse Lockhart, and
Fred Speck, Jr. That friendship and their similar
breeding philosophies led to the formation of
the HLRS sale. It also inspired them to import
Angora and Boer goats directly from South
Africa (via the Warsaw Zoo) in 1993 and 1994.
Joe David refuses to slow down and remains
active on the ranch. Last week, he celebrated
July 4th by palpating 81 cows with David’s
and his grandsons’ help. He relishes attending
goat shows and reminiscing with and about
his lifelong Angora goat friends. Joe David has
always deflected his accomplishments to those
earned by others. Today, however, we honor
Joe David Ross.
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Reference Sires
A.B. Hobson & Sons Martysford Stud
76 (1991) - This buck was sired by K131, the twin to the Martyrsford buck that sold

for 110,000 Rand, a world record price. He combined the size, muscle, thickness, and
correctness of a superior meat goat with a typical soft South African mohair fleece.
422 (1991) - This buck was Mike Hobson’s selection for the partnership. His sire was an
outstanding producer for the Hobsons. Phenotypically this buck was well balanced but
not flashy. However, he was a “blue blood” stud, he consistently produced quality kids,
both straight South African and “cross”.
04 (1993) - In 1994 Mike Hobson, Fred Speck, and Hayden Haby returned to South
Africa and selected this buck for the second importation. His conformation was near
perfect. His offspring have fine fleeces.
80 (1993) - This buck was also selected by Hobson, Speck, and Haby for the second
importation. His sire was a Thorn Park buck purchased at the dispersal sale by A.B.
Hobson and Brett Wienand. Haby really liked this big, tall long bodied buck.

HABY, LOCKHART, ROSS, SPECK
HLRS 60 (1995) - Out of 80 and a “Lockdale” doe imported from South Africa, this

buck combined a long stapled fleece with a very correct body conformation. The yearling
does on Laura Speck’s 1999 show circuit were both out of this buck. His two sons at the
Sonora Test had the longest staple length in 1999.
HLRS-2- 606 (2002) - This buck had an excellent body conformation with a thick spring
of ribs, level rump, and he walked wide. He also carried a uniform, ringlet, yearling
fleece. He was out of HLRS 153 (an 04 son) and a Thorn Park stud doe.
HLRS-7-821 - This buck is sired by HLRS -3-644 (grandson of HLRS 60). He has
excellent body conformation and a uniform fleece.
HLRS-9-002 - This is an embryo buck from goats we purchased at the Mike Hobson
dispersal sale in South Africa. He is a big, robust buck with a soft, uniform fleece. He did
well on the show string for Tyler. He has produced our best show does.
HLRS-0-058 - This embryo buck is from the latest import. His sire is from the AB “Blake
“Hobson Martysford Stud and the dam is from the Mike Hobson Careysbrook Stud. He is
a big, robust, open faced buck with a fine, ringlet fleece. He has produced great kids.

CURRENT LIVING SIRES
HLRS-4-194 - This buck is a big, open faced buck with excellent body conformation and

a dense fleece. His sire is HLRS-0-045, is an import buck HLRS-0-045’s sire is from the
AB “Blake“ Hobson Martysford Stud and the dam is from the Mike Hobson Careysbrook
Stud.
HLRS-4-226 - A son of HLRS-0-058, he is open faced and thick bodied with a dense,
long stapled fleece. His mother is an import doe.
HLRS-4-234 - This buck is out of HLRS-0-081, a full embryo brother to HLRS-0-045. He
has an open face, great body conformation and a dense fleece that has long staple length.
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Speck Ranch Sires:

H-584 “Superfine” - This legendary Haby stud, along with H-787 “Son of Champ”,

provided the foundation of our herd. Both bloodlines produced champions for Speck
Angoras at all major shows in 1990 through 1999.
FLS2-404 (1992) - This buck bred true and produced super kids. He had excellent
conformation with a wide spring of ribs, wide hindquarters, straight back legs, and strong
typical horns. He carried a fine, ringlet yearling grade fleece and was uniform from neck
to britch. His sire is 4P-210, grand sire is FLS8-43, and great-grand sire is H-787.
FLS1-249 (1991) - This was one of the finest fleeced, most uniform bucks we had. His
sire is FLS9-68 and his dam, FLS9-76, is a daughter of “Superfine”. In 1994 he was the
first place Aged Buck at the Kerrville, San Antonio, and Houston Jr. Stock Shows.
FLS6-1382 (1996) - When Hayden Haby & Jesse Lockhart saw this buck as a yearling,
they called him the “perfect buck”. He had correct horns, thick body, and a fine ringlet
long stapled fleece with kid hair. He was a son of 404 and produced many excellent kids.
FLS8-1810 (1998) - A son of 1382, this buck always carried a fine ringlet kid fleece
and produced many excellent kids. He was one of our top producers. His mother was
out of 249 and was on the show circuit. She won the Grand Champion Goat of Show in
Kerrville in 1997.
FLS9-2224 (1999) - A son of FLS6-1382, this was a showy, big, extremely fine fleeced
uniform ringlet haired buck.
FLS0-2350 (2000) - This was a fine-haired, showy buck, 100% Texan, and was a full
brother to FLS8-1810. He produced good kids.
FLS0-2407 (2000) - Hayden Haby, Jesse Lockhart, and Joe David Ross purchased this
buck at the 2001 HLRS sale. Hayden loaned him to me for two breeding seasons. His
offspring have very fine uniform fleeces and an open face. He was a son of FLS 1337 (out
of 607...404) The buck maintained a ringlet, superkid fleece.
FLS2-3136 (2002) - This showy buck combines a beautiful fleece with an excellent body
conformation. He was a son of FLS0-2593 (son of 1810). He was 100% Texan.
FLS2-3206 (2002) - This son of FLS8-1810 was 100% Texan and had a very fine fleece.
FLS2-3214 (2002) - This showy buck had a wide spring of rib and a beautiful ringlet
fleece He was 75% Texan out of FLS0-2593.
FLS3 3505 (2003) - This son of FLS1-2898 (out of 2224) produced great kids. He was
big, robust, open faced, and had a ringlet kid fleece. We kept several bucks he sired over
four years.
FLS4-3866 (2004) - This son of FLS0-2350 had a dense, very long stapled, uniform kid
fleece.
FLS5-4007 - This buck produces beautiful fleeces. He is out of 2671, a 404 son that had
a great body. This buck is 75% Texan.
FLS5-4184 - A son of FLS3-3505, this is a thick bodied, showy buck.
FLS5-4327 (2005) - I loved the fine, ringlet, dense fleece on this showy buck. He was out
of FLS9-2224.
FLS6-4503 (2006) - This was one of our favorite bucks. He was out of FLS3-3505. He
was open faced, large, thick and had a fine, uniform, ringlet fleece.
FLS6-4552 (2006) - This was a big, robust, fine fleeced buck. He was 100% Texan. His
sire was 3136 and dam was out of 2224.
FLS6-4562 (2006) - This 50% Texas buck was out of HLRS-2-606. He was long bodied,
thick, large, upstanding and had a ringlet fine fleece.
Continued on Next Page
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FLS7-4846 - This 100% Texan buck has a gorgeous ringlet long staple fleece with 1+

grease. His sire is 2407 and his mother is stud doe 668. (1810, 2350, 2844) He did well
on Tyler’s show string.
FLS7-4897 - This 75% Texas buck has one of the finest fleeces of any buck we have
raised. (superkid and ringlet) His sire is a son of HLRS 28 and his mother is out of 1810.
FLS8-5056 - His sire is FLS2-3214. He is a large, thick bodied open faced buck with a
fine ringlet kid fleece. He is 87.5% Texan.
FLS8-5139 - This fancy buck has produced well for us. In 2012 he won Champion Buck
as an aged buck at the Kerrville District Show (largest Angora goat show in U.S.). He
still carries a ringlet, uniform superkid fleece. He is out of FLS4-3866 and has a thick
structurally correct body. He is 81% Texan.
FLS8-5181 - This is another great bodied son of FLS3-3505 with a fine uniform fleece.
He is 84% Texan.
FLS8-5235 - This open faced, long bodied showy buck is 62.5% Texan. He has a very
uniform yearling, long stapled fleece. His sire is FLS6-4562.
FLS9-5374 - This fancy buck is out of FLS4-3866. He is 84% Texan and has a ringlet
superkid fleece.
FLS9-5395 - This buck is out of FLS3-3505. He is 81% Texan, has a ringlet fleece and
thick body.
FLS9-5406 - This son of FLS3-3505 has an excellent body conformation and a fine
ringlet , kid fleece. He is 75% Texan
FLS9-5419 - His sire is FLS4-3724. He also has a ringlet kid fleece and correct body. He
is 81% Texan.
FLS9-5613 - Another great bodied, fine fleeced buck out of FLS3-3505.
FLS9-5632 - This 100 % Texan buck is out of FLS2-3136. He carries a ringlet fleece with
extra staple length and 1+ grease.
FLS9-5678 - This 87.5% Texan buck is an 1810 great grandson. Haby really liked this
buck’s father, a robust, wild-eyed, crazy, fence jumping buck.
FLS0-5942 - This fancy buck has a ringlet kid fleece. His sire is FLS0-2350.
He is 75% Texan.
FLS1-6366 - An 81% Texan. His sire is FLS4-4007 ( a superfine grandson of 404). He
has an open face, a uniform, very fine, ringlet fleece and a wide body.
FLS2-6634 - This was an impressive, very fine buck with a great body. His sire was FLS74846. He is 94% Texan and was Grand Champion Buck at San Antonio in 2014.
TS5-457 - This buck was raised by Ted Smith and purchased by Jackie Nentwich. He
was Grand Champion Buck at several major shows and overall Grand Champion Goat
of Show at the Kerrville Dictrict Show. He is a long bodied, up headed, large buck with
a uniform ringlet fleece. He is out of FLS4-3511 (404 bloodline) and a Smith doe he
considers the best he ever raised. His full brother is Ted’s stud buck,
JBR-1351 - Joe David let us use this robust, upstanding buck. He is open faced. His sire
is FLS1-6261 and his dam is a top Ross doe, He is 65.6% Texan. Two of the best yearling
show does we kept in 2016 were sired by him.

CURRENT LIVING SIRES
FLS0-5942 -

This fancy buck has a ringlet kid fleece. His sire is FLS0-2350. He is 75% Texan.
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FLS1-6368 - An 81% Texan. His sire is FLS4-4007 ( a superfine grandson of 404). He

has a uniform,very fine, ringlet fleece and a wide body.
FLS2-6534 - This 50% Texan buck is sired by HLRS-9-002. He has a great body and a

soft, ringlet, kid fleece.
FLS2-6603 - Out of FLS6-4562, this buck is 68% Texan. He is showy with a ringlet kid

fleece.
FLS2-6686 - A son of FLS9-5374, he is 86% Texan. He is a large, wide bodied buck with

a ringlet fleece.
FLS2-6689 - This 84% Texan buck is a son of FLS9-5456. He is robust, open faced, and

has a fine, ringlet fleece.
FLS2-6729 - A son of FLS9-5456(3505), he is 87.5% Texan. He has a wide body and a

ringlet kid fleece.
FLS2-6780 - Out of FLS9-5374, he is 86% Texan. He has a great body conformation and

a fine fleece.
FLS2-6823 - This showy buck has a ringlet, super kid fleece and a thick, correct body.

His sire is FLS8-5235(A HLRS 606 grandson). He is 75% Texan.
FLS2-6824 - A twin to FLS2-6823, he looks identical and also breeds great.
FLS3-6887 - This is an opened faced, long bodied, extra large showy buck. He is 75%

Texan. And out of FLS8-5235.
FLS3-7002 - A son of FLS 8-5139, he is 84% Texan. He is thick bodied, showy and has a

ringlet kid fleece.
FLS3-7007 - His sire is FLS7-4846, he is 94% Texan. He is showy and has a ringlet super

kid fleece.
FLS3-7076 - This 100% Texas buck is a son of FLS6-4552. He is open faced and has a

wide spring of ribs and a uniform kid fleece.
FLS3-7147 - This buck out of FLS9-5406 combines a correct thick body with a ringlet

kid fleece. He is 87.5% Texan.
FLS3-7193 - Out of FLS8-5181(3505), this buck is 86% Texan. He is upstanding and

proud with an open face and a ringlet superkid fleece.
FLS4-7248 - Also out of FLS7-4846, he is 94% Texan. He is open faced, big and has a

ringlet super kid fleece.
FLS4-7280 - Out of HLRS-0-058, he is 50% Texan. His mother is out of FLS7-4846. This

buck has a wide spring of ribs, an open face, and is extra large with a kid ringlet fleece.
FLS4-7419 - This 86%Texan buck is out of FLS9-5613. He is open faced, thick bodied

and has a fine ringlet fleece. He produces great kids, we kept four stud bucks from him in
2019.
FLS4-7450 - This 84% Texan buck is out of FLS8-5139. He is large, open faced, showy
and has a ringlet kid fleece.
FLS5-7780 - This 83% Texan is out of FLS1-6366. He now belongs to Pat and Tracy
Ross. He is a robust buck that breeds well.
FLS5-7583 - Out of FLS8-5139, this is an 84% Texan buck. He is a big , open faced buck
with a kid fleece.
FLS5-7619 - This 81% buck is out of FLS2-6823. He is showy with a fine ringlet fleece.
His mother is out of FLS3-3505.
FLS5-7633 - This big, showy buck is 92% Texan. His sire is FLS2-6689. His mother is
out of FLS7-4846.

FLS1-6284 - This buck is out of FLS9-5678. He is showy with a wide body and ringlet

fleece. He is 84% Texan.
2019 HLRS ANGORA GOAT PRODUCTION SALE
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YEARLING DOES

FLS5-7662 - Robust and open faced, he is out of JBR-1351(Speck sire, Ross doe). His has

a uniform kid fleece. He is 73% Texan.
FLS5-7678 - This open faced buck is large and carries a ringlet super kid fleece. His sire
is FLS1-6366. He is 81 % Texan.
FLS5-7693 - This 84 % Texan is showy and has a ringlet kid fleece. His sire is FLS1-6366
and his mother is out of FLS9-5456.
FLS5-7722 - Out of FLS2-6823, he is 81 % Texan. He is open faced and has a ringlet
kid fleece.
FLS5-7744 - This 86% Texan is out of FLS1-6431(“45” Dianne Coon purchased in
2012). He is a big, thick bodied buck with a fine ringlet fleece.
FLS6-7951 - Out of sire FLS3-7193, he is 85% Texan. He is an extra large, thick bodied
buck with a ringlet kid fleece and an open face. His mother is out of FlS8-5139.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE REFERENCE SIRES OR
ANY OF THE GOATS OFFERED IN THIS SALE, PLEASE CONTACT:
Dennette “Haby”Orwig Ben Lockhart
Joe David Ross Fred L. Speck Jr.
(830) 563-2303
(830) 234-3592
(915) 387-3163
(830) 895-1234
(830) 459-0549
BREEDER’S GUARANTEE - Should any goat be proven to be a non-breeder its
first breeding season, please notify the particular breeder. Common sense and
fairness by both the seller and buyer should prevail. If the animal has not been
neglected, fed excessively, exposed to a disease after the sale, loaned out or
sold to another party, etc., the animal may be returned for replacement after
agreement by the seller. No guarantee can be made as to how the goat will
cross with your goats. The goats should be allowed adequate time to adapt to
their new location after transportation.
TERMS are cash or check. Should any dispute arise from the taking of bids, the
auctioneer’s decision will be final.
HEALTH CERTIFICATES - Any potential buyer should check in advance with his
state’s veterinary health requirements and be prepared to make necessary
arrangements.
Shearing Dates
Speck – Bucks – January 3rd and 4th; Does – January 5th and 6th unless
otherwise noted.
VACCINATIONS - All Speck goats were vaccinated at 6 months of age for CL and
given a booster this summer. As with any vaccine, this will not totally eliminate
the disease but will significantly reduce the incidence. At four months of age
they were vaccinated with Sore mouth and CDT.
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1

FLS8 299
Doe FLS5 7633
FLS4 7312
67.2% TX_ ________
This show goat was shorn late. She has a thick spring of ribs and a very dense uniform
kid fleece. Her mother is out of HLRS-0-058. We kept a stud buck out of her last year.
2

FLS8 490
Doe FLS2 6603
FLS2 6791
84.4% TX_ ________
This doe has a great fleece that is long stapled, soft, ringlet and uniform. Her mother is
out of FLS6-4552.
3

FLS8 352
Doe FLS1 6366
FLS1 6229
90.6% TX_ ________
This big, upstanding doe has a ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is a stud doe out of FLS7-4846.
She has produced three keeper does and one stud buck. Her brother is lot # 66.
4
FLS8 342
Doe FLS5 7744
FLS3 7137
83.6% TX_ ________
This doe was on our show string and shorn late. She has a very soft ringlet kid fleece and
nice body. Her mother is out of FLS9-5406.

5

FLS8 432
Doe FLS5 7722
FLS4 7429
86.7% TX_ ________
This fancy doe has a thick spring of ribs. She has very long stapled, very soft kid fleece.
Her mother is out of FLS2-6689. Her brother is Lot # 56.
6

FLS8 386
Doe FLS5 7744
FLS5 7775
86.7% TX_ ________
This medium sized doe has a thick spring of ribs. She has a long stapled, soft, uniform kid
fleece. Her mother is out of FLS8-5139. Her brother is a show buck that we kept this year
for a stud buck.
7

FLS8 434
Doe FLS5 7744
FLS5 7617
82% TX__________
This deep bodied doe with a thick spring of ribs has a dense uniform soft kid fleece. Her
mother is out of FLS2-6823. Her sister is Lot # 25.
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8

FLS8 419
Doe FLS6 7951
FLS4 7470
87.1% TX_ ________
This big doe has a thick spring of ribs under her soft ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is out
of FLS2-6634.

Doe FLS5 7619
FLS1 6482
71.9% TX_ ________
This doe has a thick body with a fancy soft kid fleece. Her mother is out of FLS7-4897.
She produced a stud buck for us last year.

9

FLS8 406
Doe FLS5 7744
FLS5 7638
83.6% TX_ ________
This smaller doe has a level rump, a thick spring of ribs and very dense ringlet kid fleece.
Her mother is out of FLS0-5890(3214).

17 FLS8 368

Doe FLS5 7662
FLS5 7652
78.9% TX_ ________
This doe has extra staple length of her soft dense kid fleece. Her mother is out of
FLS8-5139.

10 FLS8 329
Doe FLS5 7662
FLS3 7048
76.6% TX_ ________
This is a big long bodied doe. She has a dense, soft, long stapled fleece. Her mother is
out of FLS0-5942.

18 FLS8 311
Doe FLS5 7662
FLS4 7275
81.6% TX_ ________
This is a medium sized doe with a thick spring of ribs. She has a long stapled ringlet kid
fleece. Her mother is out of FLS2-6780.

11 FLS8 496
Doe FLS5 7583
FLS4 7444
82% TX__________
This fancy doe has a very soft, ringlet, long stapled kid fleece. Her mother is out of
FLS9-5613.

19 FLS8 477
Doe FLS4 7419
FLS5 7712
86.7% TX_ ________
This doe has a soft lustrous ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is out of TS5-457 (Demon). Her
sister is Lot #31.

12 FLS8 454

Doe FLS5 7722
FLS3 6992
82% TX__________
Look at her fleece inside, don’t let the outside appearance fool you. This smaller doe has
a fancy, ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is out of FLS0-5942.

20 FLS8 546

Doe FLS5 7583
FLS4 7254
87.5% TX_ ________
This doe has a very soft kid fleece with extra staple length. She has room to grow.
She is a late April kid. Her mother is out of FLS9- 5678.

13 FLS8 499

21 FLS8 381

Doe FLS2 6603
FLS2 6573
82.8% TX_ ________
This show goat was shorn late. She is coming back with a soft pencil ringlet kid fleece.
Her mother is out of FLS7-4846. We kept both sisters last year.

16 FLS8 528

Doe FLS6 7951
FLS2 6684
86.3% TX_ ________
This doe has an extra long stapled, uniform kid fleece. Her mother is out of FLS9-5678.

14 FLS8 518

Doe FLS5 7583
FLS4 7301
67.2% TX_ ________
This showy big doe has a very soft ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is out of HLRS-0-002.

22 FLS8 429
Doe FLS5 7744
FLS5 7774
86.7% TX_ ________
This doe has a thick spring of ribs and a deep body. She has a dense soft fleece with long
staple. Her mother is out of FLS8-5139.

15 FLS8 331

23 FLS8 529

Doe FLS5 7662
FLS5 7793
78.1% TX_ ________
This long bodied doe has a soft uniform dense kid fleece. Her mother is out of
FLS1-6431 (#45). We kept her sister who is a show doe.
2019 HLRS ANGORA GOAT PRODUCTION SALE

Doe FLS5 7678
FLS4 7344
85.2% TX_ ________
This doe has a long body. She is an April kid. She has a soft, uniform kid fleece. Her
mother is out of FLS2-6634.
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24 FLS8 382

Doe FLS5 7633
FLS3 6950
86.7% TX_ ________
This thick bodied doe has extra staple length of her soft kid fleece. Her mother is out of
FLS8-5139. Her sister is Lot #28.

31 FLS8 476

Doe FLS4 7419
FLS5 7712
86.7% TX_ ________
This smaller doe has a soft uniform long stapled ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is out of
TS5-457 (Demon). Her sister is Lot #19.

25 FLS8 433

Doe FLS5 7744
FLS5 7617
82% TX__________
This doe has a thick spring of ribs and a uniform soft ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is out
of FLS2-6823. Her sister is Lot # 07

32 FLS8 512

Doe FLS5 7583
FLS3 7039
75.8% TX_ ________
Be sure to look closely at her fleece, the outside appearance will fool you. She has a very
fine, pencil ringlet fleece. Her mother is out of FLS9-5374.

26 FLS8 398
Doe FLS5 7722
FLS0 5946
84.4% TX_ ________
This big doe has a long body with a thick spring of ribs. She has a uniform, long stapled
fleece with 1+ grease. Her mother is a stud doe out of FLS3-3505. We have keeper does
and a stud buck from her. This year’s brother is Lot #42.

33 FLS8 309
Doe FLS4 7280
FLS5 7792
68.8% TX_ ________
This extra wide doe has a deep body and a dense soft kid fleece. Her mother is out of
TS5-457 (Demon).

Doe FLS4 7419
FLS1 6290
82% TX__________
This is a fancy doe with a thick spring of ribs. She has a uniform, soft, long stapled ringlet
kid fleece. Her mother is out of FLS9-5419 and has produced two keeper does for us.

34 FLS8 400
Doe FLS4 7280
FLS5 7624
71.1% TX_ ________
This thick doe has excellent spring of ribs and a deep body. She is very dense with a soft,
long stapled fleece. She does not have lice but has chewed on her neck and lower side.
She has a showy mohair tail. Her mother is out of FLS2-6634.

28 FLS8 383
Doe FLS5 7633
FLS3 6950
86.7% TX_ ________
This big doe has an excellent body capacity. She carries extra staple length of her dense
soft fleece. Her mother is out of FLS8-5139. Her sister is Lot #24.

35 FLS8 307
Doe FLS5 7744
FLS4 7235
89.8% TX_ ________
This doe is smaller but has a very unique, soft, pencil ringlet kid fleece. We love her
fleece. She has chewed on her left side. Her mother is out of FLS7-4846.

29 FLS8 412
Doe FLS5 7662
FLS2 6741
79.7% TX_ ________
This medium sized doe has a long stapled, dense kid fleece. Her mother is out of
FLS9-5374.

36 FLS8 414
Doe FLS4 7419
FLS5 7527
68% TX__________
This doe has a pencil ringlet soft kid fleece. Her mother is out of HLRS-9-002.

27 FLS8 268

30 FLS8 421

Doe FLS4 7280
FLS2 6701
67.2% TX_ ________
This smaller doe has super ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is out of FLS9-5678.
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37 FLS8 302
Doe FLS3 6887
FLS3 7064
78.1% TX_ ________
This fancy doe has a thick spring of ribs and a long staple lock. We kept her sister this
year. Her mother is out of FLS9-5678.
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38 FLS8 276
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45 FLS8 384

Buck FLS4 7280
FLS3 7188
68.8% TX_ ________
This fancy big show buck was shorn late. His has a dense, soft, ringlet fleece.
We considered keeping him. We kept his full brother last year as a stud.
His mother is out of FLS8-5139.

39 FLS8 408

Doe FLS5 7633
FLS0 5911
88.2% TX_ ________
This fancy smaller doe has a uniform kid fleece with a pencil ringlet. She has no lice, she
chews her hair. Her mother is out of FLS8-5139. Her brother is Lot #57.
40 FLS8 403
Doe FLS5 7744
FLS5 7672
79.7% TX_ ________
This upstanding open faced doe has extra staple length of her soft kid fleece. We kept
her sister this year.

46 FLS8 449
Buck HLRS 0-058 FLS5 7791
48.4% TX_ ________
He has an open eye channel, thick spring of ribs, and a dense ringlet fleece. His mother is
out of FLS9-5632.

47 FLS8 515

Buck FLS4 7248
FLS4 7440
89.1% TX_ ________
We considered keeping this buck. He has one of the finest fleeced goats in the sale.
He has the small pencil ringlet lock that we like. We kept his sister this year.
His mother is out of FLS2-6823.

41 FLS8 284

Buck FLS6 7951
FLS5 7800
84% TX__________
We considered keeping this big showy buck for his stud potential. He has a long stapled
dense fleece with lots of luster. His mother is out of FLS2-6692 (5456).

48 FLS8 457

Buck FLS5 7722
FLS4 7272
84.4% TX_ ________
This is an open faced buck with a thick spring of ribs. He has a soft dense kid fleece. His
mother is out of TS5-457. (Demon)

42 FLS8 397

Bucks

Buck FLS5 7722
FLS0 5946
84.4% TX_ ________
This is a large, thick, long buck with an open eye channel. He has a long stapled ringlet
kid fleece. His mother is a stud doe out of FLS3-3505. We have several keeper does and
one stud buck out of her. His sister is Lot # 26.
43 FLS8 366

Buck FLS5 7633
FLS4 7313
67.2% TX_ ________
We considered keeping this buck. He has a soft, dense, ringlet, long stapled fleece. He is
showy, with great staple length (7” in 6 months). His mother is out of HLRS-0-058.
We kept his brother last year as a stud.

49 FLS8 295

Buck FLS4 7280
FLS5 7656
70.3% TX_ ________
This showy buck has a very fine long stapled ringlet fleece with good luster. His fleece is
dense. His mother is out of TS5-457 (Demon) and we kept his brother as a stud buck.
50 FLS8 280
Buck FLS5 7744
FLS5 7571
86.7% TX_ ________
This big, thick bodied buck has an open eye channel. He has a very long stapled dense
uniform kid fleece. He is showy. His mother is out of FLS2-6689

Buck FLS5 7744
FLS5 7742
82.8% TX_ ________
This buck has a thick body and an open face. He has very soft long stapled ringlet kid
fleece with excellent luster. His mother is out of JBR-1351.

51 FLS8 395
Buck FLS4 7280
FLS5 7517
71.9% TX_ ________
This show buck was shorn late. He has a thick spring of ribs, dense fine kid ringlet fleece,
and an open face. His mother is out of FLS7-4846.
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44 FLS8 430

Bucks

Does

Doe FLS5 7662
FLS5 7551
76.6% TX_ ________
This is a big, deep doe with a thick spring of ribs. She carries extra long staple with her
dense fleece that will shear lots of hair. Her mother is out of FLS1-6431. (Lot #45)
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52 FLS8 292

Buck FLS5 7662
FLS4 7401
77.3% TX_ ________
This big upstanding buck was shorn late. Look closely at his fleece. He is in that ugly
duckling stage. He has an open face and a dense uniform fleece. He will work for either a
registered or commercial breeder. His mother is out of FLS2-6823. His brother is Lot #64.

Buck FLS5 7693
FLS1 6412
82.8% TX_ ________
This buck has a thick body, open eye channel, and has a dense uniform fleece with good
luster. His mother is our stud doe out of FLS9-5395. We have kept every doe (5) she has
produced.

53 FLS8 317
Buck FLS5 7744
FLS4 7299
86.7% TX_ ________
This is a medium sized showy buck. He has a very fine dense ringlet fleece. His mother is
out of FLS9-5678. We kept his sister.

59 FLS8 471
Buck FLS2 6686
FLS4 7367
87.5% TX_ ________
This is a long bodied buck with a uniform, lustrous kid fleece that has an extra long staple
length. His mother is out of FLS2-6634.

54 FLS8 355

60 HLRS 8-555 Buck

Buck FLS1 6366
FLS1 6251
81.3% TX_ ________
He is an open faced thick buck . He has a soft ringlet, dense kid fleece. His mother is out
of FLS6-4503. His grandmother, FLS6-4607, won the Davis Special at TAGRA three times.
His mother produced FLS6-7880, purchased in 2017 by Allen Mesick, a buck that has won
every major show on the West Coast.
55 FLS8 482
Buck FLS4 7248
FLS2 6578
92.2% TX_ ________
This thick bodied buck has open eye channels. He has a very fine, ringlet fleece with
excellent luster and style and character. We kept his brother this year as a stud buck. His
mother is out of FLS7-4846.

56 FLS8 431
Buck FLS5 7722
FLS4 7429
86.7% TX_ ________
This big buck with long body and open face carries extra staple length of his soft ringlet
kid fleece. Nice fleece! His mother is out of FLS2-6689. His sister is Lot #05.

57 FLS8 407
Buck FLS5 7633
FLS0 5911
88.3% TX_ ________
This fancy buck has an open eye channel . His long stapled soft kid fleece has good luster.
His mother is out of FLS8-5139. His sister is Lot #39.
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58 FLS8 437

HLRS 4-234 HLRS 1018
100% SA_ ________
This is an open faced buck with an extra wide body. He has a dense soft fleece that will
shear lots of pounds.
61 FLS8 365
Buck FLS5 7722
FLS3 6913
81.3% TX_ ________
This upstanding open faced buck has a long stapled uniform kid fleece. His mother is out
of FLS9-5678.

62 FLS8 270
Buck FLS5 7662
FLS6 7863
77.3% TX_ ________
This showy buck has very soft, long stapled uniform kid fleece. His mother is a grand
daughter of FLS9-5406

63 FLS8 415
Buck FLS6 7951
FLS2 6819
80.9% TX_ ________
This big open faced buck has a fine soft kid fleece. His mother is out of FLS9-5374.

64 FLS8 293
Buck FLS5 7662
FLS4 7401
77.3% TX_ ________
This is a long bodied, open faced buck. He has a uniform ringlet kid fleece and is fancy
with a mohair tail. We thought about keeping him for his stud potential. His mother is out
of FLS2-6823. His brother is Lot #52.
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65 FLS8 420

Buck FLS5 7722
FLS0 5795
87.5% TX_ ________
This big buck has a long body, thick spring of ribs, and an open eye channel. He has a
long stapled, dense uniform fleece with 1+ grease. His mother is out of FLS7-4846.
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72 HLRS 8-623 Buck

HLRS 4-226 HLRS 4-257
100% SA_ ________
This big wide buck has an open face. He has extra length to his soft dense fleece.

66 FLS8 351

73 FLS8 304
Buck HLRS 0-058 FLS5 7785
48.4% TX_ ________
This buck was given his thick spring of ribs from his sire. His dense long stapled fleece
will shear lots of hair. His mother is out of FLS2-6634.

67 FLS8 272

74 FLS8 440
Buck FLS4 7419
FLS5 7724
86.7% TX_ ________
This big, extra thick buck has an open face. He has a dense uniform long stapled fleece.
His mother is out of TS5-457 (Demon).

Buck FLS1 6366
FLS1 6229
90.6% TX_ ________
This well covered buck has a uniform kid fleece with long staple length and bright luster.
His mother is a stud doe out of FLS7-4846. His sister is lot #03.
Buck FLS5 7633
FLS4 7322
71.1% TX_ ________
This buck has a thick spring of ribs and a deep body. He has an open face and a very soft
ringlet fleece. His mother is out of HLRS-0-058.
68 FLS8 537
Buck FLS2 6823 HLRS 5-334
37.5% TX_ ________
This is a showy buck with a thick spring of ribs. His kid fleece displays beautiful style and
character. His mother is our best South African doe and was on our show string in 2017.

69 FLS8 469

Buck FLS2 6686
FLS2 6624
83.6% TX_ ________
This is a long bodied, open faced buck. His dense fine fleece will shear lots of pounds.
His mother is out of FLS9-5678. We kept his sister.
70 FLS8 478

Buck FLS2 6603
FLS1 6433
76.6% TX_ ________
This showy buck is open faced and has a soft uniform, very fine kid fleece. His mother is
out of FLS9-5678.
71 FLS8 260
Buck FLS5 7633
FLS2 6567
89.8% TX_ ________
This is a big open faced buck with a long stapled uniform kid fleece. His mother is out of
FLS9-5678.
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HLRS 4-194 HLRS 3-116
100% SA_ ________
This buck is thick ribbed with an open face. He has a dense ringlet kid fleece.
76 FLS8 491
Buck FLS3 7193
FLS3 6939
89.8% TX_ ________
This open faced buck has a thick spring of ribs. He has a dense fleece that will shear lots
of hair. His mother is out of FLS9-5678.

77 FLS8 461

Buck FLS4 7450
FLS4 7424
79.7% TX_ ________
This upstanding, thick ribbbed buck has an open face. His dense soft fleece will shear
lots of hair. His mother is out of FLS0-5942.
78 HLRS 8-626 Buck

HLRS 4-226 HLRS 1021
100% SA_ ________
This open faced, thick, deep bodied buck has a soft ringlet fleece with luster.
79 FLS8 462
Buck FLS4 7280
FLS3 7014
75% TX__________
This buck has an open eye channel and a dense ringlet fine fleece.His mother is a 100%
Texas doe out of FLS6-4552.
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80 FLS8 290

Buck FLS6 7951
FLS4 7495
87.8% TX_ ________
This is a big, thick bodied buck. He has an open face and a dense uniform fleece. He will
shear lots of hair. His mother is out of FLS9-5632.

HLRS
Haby-Lockhart-Ross-Speck

Fred L. Speck, Jr.
401 Junction Hwy.
Kerrville, TX 78028
www.speckangoras.com

81 HLRS 8-594 Buck

HLRS 4-194 HLRS 3-138
100% SA_ ________
This buck has an open face, deep, long body with a thick spring of ribs. He has a very
long stapled soft uniform ringlet kid fleece.

Bucks

82 FLS8 321
Buck FLS2 6686
FLS9 5528
86.7% TX_ ________
This big robust thick bodied buck carries extra staple length of his dense ringlet fleece.
His mother is out of FLS7-4897. She has produced 12 kids for us.
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